
Reading the lineup is key to maximizing one's surfing opportunity. Having solid objects on land to line up and hold
one's position is essential in light of the shifting nature of the ocean. Similarly, leaders within Christian Surfers
need solid, unchanging principles to hold them in position so they can maximize their ministry opportunities. The
Leadership Lineup features unchanging leadership principles to keep you, and the ministry you lead, in peak
position.

Core Value: Evangelising
by Brett Davis

Over the course of the next few lineups we'll be returning to our Core Values and learn where they came from in our
history via 'Groundswell - The Christian Surfers Story'.

When difficulties come, perhaps the most helpful tool the leader has is to address the situation is by their core
values. Core values are common principles and practices shared by a group that act as an inner compass by which
they can measure their direction and whether there has been any deviation from it.

It is somewhat easy to choose between something bad and good, but much more difficult to discern between many
good things that can't all be done. Good leaders ask 'why', whilst the workers ask 'what'.

"A group does not define its core values, the core values define the group."

This Leadership Lineup looks at the Core Value of 'Evangelising':

EVANGELISING: We recognise surfers as an unreached people that need a culturally relevant gospel message. We
are evangelistic in intent and evangelical in flavour - majoring on the centrality of Christ, the priority of the gospel,
the authority of the Bible and a dependency upon God expressed in prayer.

This core value has not come about in a vacuum, but rather in real situations, even painful ones, as BD recalls:

From 'Groundswell - The Christian Surfers Story', page 42

"It was one thing to randomly discover other Christian surfers, but there had to be a more effective way to let the
surfing world know we were there. So with our growing sense of God's Spirit at work and the enthusiasm of the
young, we booked a full-page ad in Surfing World May 1982 with the title 'Just Surfers?' We circulated the idea
among all the surfing Christians we knew of, saying we would run a statement of our beliefs and a list of their
names so we could make a public statement of our faith.

It cost $300, a full two weeks' worth of wages and more money than any of us had ever trusted God for. There were
sought after donations and spontaneous anonymous envelopes stuffed with cash. The May 1982 deadline came as
the last $20 came in from an anonymous parent. $300! It was to be a vital lesson that 'God's work, done God's way,
would have God's supply.' The ad came out and it flushed out a whole heap of other Christian surfers from the
woodwork...

Full of faith, we then targeted Tracks magazine. Tracks, dubbed by its editors as 'The Surfers Bible,' was a tabloid,
mass-circulation surfers' newspaper chock full of popular issues and a 'crash through or crash' editorial policy. Its
long-term resident cartoon character, Captain Goodvibes - the pig of steel - existed on an insatiable appetite of sex,



drugs and alcohol. 'Vibes' had just disappeared and we felt it was God's timing to make a move on the magazine
and replace 'Vibes' with an evangelistic surfing parable cartoon in his place.

'Making the Section' was our first published surf comic in 1982 with the surfer theme of "commit to the right line
and you'll make the section; don't and you'll wipeout." We drew the analogy with the gospel, "There's only one line
to take and it's the same in life; take Jesus and make the section, don't and you will wipeout and go to hell." Raw,
in your face and provocative, it fitted the Tracks of the day and generated much debate. So successful were the
comics that we committed to print them every month for the next two years. A whole generation of surfers got used
to waiting for the latest cartoon in Tracks. 'Eddie Aggro' dropped in and reaped what he sowed, 'Lenny Layback'
gained the whole world only to lose his soul, while 'The Parable of the Four Grommets' echoed Jesus' parable of four
soils. Cronulla became plastered with our comics and we ventured out to other key surf events to distribute them.
Thommo recalls some early challenges:

'After the first surf parable in Tracks, we heard back from the surfing community. The first response was from other
Christian surfers and enquirers wanting to know more about the mission. The other response was a less than warm
enquiry from the Tracks assistant editor Nick Carroll (brother of world champion Tom Carroll). In truth it was more
of a statement than a request, 'There is no room for Christian Surfers cartoons in Tracks. Tracks magazine is about
sex and drugs.'

'This message had been filtered nervously to me by the advertising director on Nick's behalf, and I had a hunch how
the uncensored version would have sounded. We prayed that Nick's heart might be changed, and so I went into
Tracks at Mason-Stewart Publishing offices in Darlinghurst to talk.

'Over lunch at Bill and Tony's (spaghetti, bread and orange cordial) things took a different turn. By the end of lunch
not only was the follow-up cartoon, 'Lenny Layback' booked into next month's issue, but I had been employed
freelance to help produce the advertising layout for the magazine! God had opened the front door to the surfing
media. Christian Surfers was no longer unknown and voiceless, but overnight had a presence in the elite surfing
culture. The emerging tribe of Christian Surfers had formed a relationship with the other great tribes of Australian
surfing.'

The cartoons forced us to work hard at contextualising the gospel for the surfing culture, with surfing illustrations
and analogies as clear gospel signposts. Our core value of evangelising truly came into focus at this time.

EVANGELISING - We recognise surfers as an unreached people that need a culturally relevant gospel message. We
are evangelistic in intent and evangelical in flavour - majoring on the centrality of Christ, the priority of the gospel,
the authority of the Bible and a dependency upon God expressed in prayer.

We are unashamed in preaching the gospel for salvation, but an understanding of the context of surfing culture
makes our communication all the more meaningful. We are planting a gospel 'seed' and this is being planted into a
cultural 'soil,' and that soil is surfing. Surfing is full of cultural metaphors and illustrations that can connect with a
Biblical gospel and we make use of these. As to the 'evangelical flavour', we believe in the unifying principles as
outlined in Ephesians 4:3-6:

"Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace. There is one body and one Spirit, just
as you were called to one hope when you were called; one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God and Father of all,
who is over all and through all and in all."

Our mission has survived by focusing on what we have in common rather than what can drive us apart. 

Fast forward 30 years...

In South Africa in 2009, Roy Harley was talking with Jonty Bougas about the need for a resource to help surfers
share the gospel with other surfers in a surfer friendly way - "like a surfer Alpha course." Working with a surfing
pastor they identified key gospel connectors in the surfing culture and analogies all surfers would relate to. So 'On
The Rocks' was launched where a surfer would see the relevance of the gospel in the theme of the Rip Curl 'Search'
campaign, the terror of the impact zone, the beauty of a perfect surf, the feeling of being stoked, a tow surfer
raising his hand for a rescue from a jet ski and so many more.

Are you able to strip away religious jargon from your gospel presentation and find faithful and relatable words to
replace them?

What are some gospel connectors, openings, in the surfing culture and do you draw on these?

Are you able to defend confidently your identity as an authentic mission to surfers as an unreached subculture?

Have you compromised the full gospel message to surfers by abandoning a relevant verbal message or parts of it?

Is your mission inter-church and are you able to rise up above the things you may hold differently by focussing on
the major things you hold in common?

Is your CS mission so kingdom minded that all kinds of Christians can find an expression of mission in it and model
this to the world?

Evangelising is a CS Core Value for good reason.

Order Groundswell from your local national office or go to www.groundswellbook.com. 

All material remains the right of Christian Surfers International and no changes may be made without the consent of
the CSI office.

http://www.groundswellbook.com/
mailto:info@christiansurfers.net



